
REFERENCES.

Tom Molloy                           Director of Public Affairs at Trinity College          tom.molloy@tcd.ie

Patricia O’Boyle                    International Marketing Manager                          patricia.boyle@tcd.ie

Marketing Internship - Trinity College Global Relations
August 2016 - Present
- Responsible for creating and delivering all in-house designs for the TCD Global Relations office
- Working 10 hours a week in the Global Relations office, delivering product and creative digital 
   marketing content used to drive acquisition of international students to the University
- Fast-paced environment with prints and graphics needing to be designed within a short time frame
- - Developing a high uency in Adobe suit, working mainly with Photoshop and InDesign
- Listening intently to 5 marketing managers’ needs, and translating these into designed content
- Working with a diverse panel of stakeholders across the University to coordinate projects
- Sourcing and taking high-quality photos to highlight the campus in its best light
- Full understanding  of placing print orders and formats needed along with 
  design wording and abbreviations, along with paper types and book binding

Sales Assistant - Lush Cosmetics
MMarch 2015 - November 2016
- Consistently met and exceeded sales targets set by management
- Worked in a customer facing role in the store ensuring that LUSH customers received the highest 
   quality of service
- Projected a happy environment of the store along with working within a team
- Worked effectively in a team on a group commission basis

Chair - Trinity Publications
MMay 2016 - May 2017
- Managing and distributing a budget of €50,000 and overseeing seven publications and 
   twelve one-off journals and magazines 
- Elected to manage a committee of eight editors and ve executive publication officers 
- Elected student representative of Trinity Capitations Board
- The main point of contact for all external and internal issues, including working directly with
   legal and nancial experts on accounts and publication content
- - Leadership role and held all editors to account in achieving an advertisement quota per issue

Chair - The Theological Society
May 2015 - May 2016
- Led society to win the “Most Improved Society” of 180 societies at the Central Society Awards 2016
- Elected to lead the society and quadrupled membership by year end
- Developed event management skills through organising two international and four domestic 
  speakers to address the society 
- - Increased the budget allocation through strategic and innovative nancial proposals to be three 
times larger than year previous

Layout and Design Editor - Trinity Publications
August 2015 - July 2016
- Responsible for the creative design layout and the publication of four main editorials, resulting 
   in ten published works by the end of the year
- Worked closely with editors to ensure their feedback was well represented
- - Designed a number of new publication logos
- Developed  and delivered a training program for 12 novice designers to ensure a design roll on in Trinity

Pro-Librarian - The University Philosophical Society
March 2014 - March 2015
- Worked within a team producing posters for weekly paper readings and guests for the 
  world’s oldest student society, with over 10,000 members
- Worked in large team of 22 people to organise and manage regular events in Trinity College
- - Developed oratory and public speaking skills; regularly spoke to a chamber of 220 people

INTRODUCTION.

A: 4 Lutterell Hall Drive, Dunboyne Meath, Ireland

P: +353872585527

E: crabbea@tcd.ie

W: https://aislingcrabbe.wordpress.com/

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES.

COMMUNICATION SKILLS.

AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS.

Chair of  Trinity College Publications 

Sole student female Chair on 
Trinity College’s Capitations Board. 

Responsible  for 
maintaining Publications’ budget of over 
€70,000 per year as sole co-signatory

GGraphic designer 
for client LGBTQ+ charity ShoutOut

President of
Most Improved Society winner -  
Central Society Committee Awards
Trinity College Dublin 2016 

Semi-Finalist in the Irish Times
DDebating Competition

2013-2017 
Trinity College Dublin
Bachelor of Arts 

(History & Middle Eastern Studies)
2.1 - Expected grade

EDUCATION.

AISLING CRABBE
Graduate 2016/17 
Trinity College Dublin

Final year student and current outgoing
chair of Trinity Publications, the seventeen
body publishing union of Trinity College 
Dublin.

I thrive bringing and expanding social media 
to new platforms, shown in my expansion and
managememanagement of three society social media 
accounts, one with over 8,500 followers. 

I am a social media lover, working part-time
as the Graphic Designer and Marketing 
Intern with the Global Relations office.

I have uency in the MS Office, Adobe Suite
and have a proven track record as both a copy 
edieditor, designer and communication skills in 
publishing and digital media. 

I enjoy working as part of a team and have 
taken on leadership roles in the past. My work
as a designer means I am equipped to work
alone and depend on client direction. 


